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ask
the experts...

In this issue our experts punch up your garden with vibrant perennials, invest in furniture 

with little ones underfoot, go contemporary with houseplants, let nature be the guide when 

it comes to decorating with trendy green, unearth a low-maintenance, summer 
garden showstopper and a create master bedroom that does double duty

PRO PICK Stylish and 
minimal, Born in Sweden’s 
watering can features a 
flexible, silicone hose that 
attaches to the base with a 
magnet when not in use. 

Q I see that green is a popular colour and I’d like to 
incorporate it into my interior. Somehow I can’t seem to 
get it right. Any tips?
 HEATHER ROSS answers: Green is indeed a popular 
colour in design and it is a lovely and natural choice for 
interiors.

I always say nature is the best teacher, so look to your 
environment for cues on how to bring your home alive with 

verdant greens. Green can be surprisingly challenging. If you get it wrong, it can look like hospital green or have a dated ’70s look.
Pantone’s colour of 2013 is emerald. By its very nature, emeralds are sheer and beautiful, but translate that tone into a flat, opaque paint and it 

risks looking artificial or overpowering.
 Rarely in the natural world is colour flat, static and uniform. So, think about texture and translucency when making your choices. Sunshine 

floods through leaves and blades of grass giving it a fresh, golden edge. Softer greens like 
lichen, succulents and sage tend to have downy textures and grey undernotes.    PHOTO Heather Ross
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Q  I have a lovely spring garden, but once summer rolls around there is very 
little colour left. What can I do?
GARY LEWIS answers: Most of us do our garden shopping in the spring, so we 
have beautiful spring gardens that become pale versions of themselves by sum-

mer. There are three ways to avoid the summer doldrums. 
First, visit nurseries in the summer to see what’s blooming 
when you need colour most. Then, include new perenni-
als that have been bred to give as much flower power as 
annuals. Geranium Rozanne will bloom from June until 
fall. Also try ‘Havana Blues’, ‘Orkney Cherry’ and ‘Cheryl’s 
Shadow’.  The new not-so-purple coneflowers (Echinacea) 
will bloom all summer in hot dry spots with poor soils (once 
established) while red-and-white sage, Salvia ‘Hot Lips’, will 
produce hundreds of flowers.                 PHOTO Phoenix Perennials
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Q I just moved and would like to invest in some 
key pieces, but I have young children. What do 
you suggest?
ANNA DHILLON answers: Investing in new 
furniture pieces can be tricky when you factor in 
young children. If you are thinking of furniture, 
we suggest focusing on the rooms that your family 
actually spends time in such as the family room.  If 
the slip covered look is not your esthetic, it is pos-
sible to treat a lot of natural fabrics with protective 
treatments either at the fabric mill or even onsite, 
which will make it easier to spot clean or have pro-
fessionally cleaned when necessary.  This is a great 
time to invest in a large dining table that is comfort-
able for family dinners but also doubles as a home-
work or arts and crafts area during the day.  We 
suggest a stone top or distressed wood top both of 
which are durable and age well.  We are also fans 
of investing in original or limited edition artwork, 
which, contrary to perception, can be both unique 
and affordable especially in the case of emerging 
artists.  Not only does art liven up a room but it can 
help define the mood and feel of the space.  Most 
artwork is hung at an adult’s eye level and therefore 
will be out of reach of little hands.  Finally, consider 

splurging on the 
master bedroom. 
Make it the space 
you’ve always 
dreamed of and 
create a sanctuary 
for when you and 
your partner need 
a little downtime. 
PHOTO Marcos Armstrong

Wanting to incorporate plants into your interior 
design, but conjuring images of dried ferns in a 
macramé-covered hanging basket? The 1970s may 
be over, but plants today are found in the chicest 
indoor spaces. As an added bonus, plants not only 
add beauty to your space, they also contribute to 
your well-being. Plants add negative ions to the 

air, which can improve air quality and reduce dust. Interior designers Carrie 
MCCARTHY and TANJA HINDER recommend the following tips to fill your home 
with greenery in a cool, contemporary way.

1. SELECT YOUR STYLE
Traditional prefers classic, timeless plants such as a topiary or zesty lemon tree.
Modern loves impact and uniqueness. For an edgy look, go for cactus, rubber 
jade plants and succulents.
Bohemian is hip, eccentric. Think gathered sticks, an avocado pit in a jar or a 
spider plant.
Organic is natural, down to earth. Go for a bamboo plant, potted herbs or per-
haps a fern in a clay pot. 

2. PLANT AND POT 
The vessel is important; it is the shoe of an outfit.  Clay, aluminum, glass, mason 
jars, decorative tile all make a statement.

3. GROUP
Create a focal point with a collection of several plants at different heights, or 
contrasting plants in similar pots. They can be casually placed on the floor for a 
Bohemian look or perfectly lined up on you mantle for an elegant, refined look. 

4. INSPIRATION
Pinterest, Tumblr or your local nursery offer a wealth of ideas. 

For more tips on decorating with green 
go to bcliving.ca/decorating-green

WITH PLANTS 101

Echinacea ‘Coral Reef’
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